The user-friendly Damen Asset Management Operating System (DAMOS) is a state-of-the-art computerized maintenance management system (CMMS). Damen Services has many years of experience in maintaining vessels. This knowledge is anchored in the database of DAMOS.
DAMOS CMMS

EXPERIENCE AND KNOWLEDGE ANCHORED IN ONE DATABASE

DAMOS allows our customers to perform preventive maintenance in one application. Developed by Damen Services, its goal is to maximise your uptime and minimise your costs.

The program is built with modular elements. It enables you to start working with a basic package and expand when you see fit, with add-on features such as ship-to-office online communications. You keep a detailed history of maintenance activities and an overview of planned maintenance, allowing you to allocate your resources and control spare parts.

The DAMOS software provides:
- A detailed description of all preventive maintenance tasks
- Spare part and stock management
- Documented maintenance history

The DAMOS software is:
- Class certified (Veritas, Lloyds)
- User-friendly
- Modular built and thereby easily expandable
- Explained by our certified DAMOS trainers
- Available in multiple languages

DAMOS can be extended with:
- Online synchronization possibilities for communication between office and vessel
- Cost and budget reporting
- Purchasing of spare parts

Our DAMOS databases are constantly improved with:
- Knowledge and experience from Damen’s worldwide installed base
- Latest feedback of Damen Field Service Engineers and customers

DAMOS support is available.

DAMOS improves operational and organizational control and improves the uptime of your vessels.